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Ocean of mine - Playjerise
Tab by Luke Williams
morpheus_the_awesome@hotmail.com

CAPO ON 5th

Chords
used: Cadd9  Em7  Dsus4/F#  Cadd9(No 3rd) G(No 3rd) D   Dsus2
     e|-3-----3-----3--------3------------3---------2----0------|
     b|-3-----3-----3--------3------------3---------3----2------|
     g|-0-----0-----2--------0------------0---------2----3------|
     d|-2-----2-----0--------0------------0---------0----0------|
     a|-3-----2-----0--------3------------0---------0----0------|
     E|-------0-----2---------------------3---------------------|

Cadd9 riff:
e|---------------3-|---------------3-|
b|-----3---3-----3-|-----3---3-----3-|
g|-----0---0-----0-|-----0---0-----0-|
d|-0h2---0-------2-|-0h2---0-------2-|
a|-----------2-3-3-|-----------2-3-3-|
E|-----------------|-----------------|

Intro:
Cadd9 Riff x 2

(Cadd9 riff)
 Why is it so had to be strong?
(Cadd9 riff)
 Why is it so hard to keep faith?
 Em7                     Dsus4/F#
 And why is it so hard to stay,
 Cadd9(No3rd)        D  Dsus2
 In the same place?

 G(No3rd)
 And I ve never met anyone who could make me
 Em7                 Cadd9(No3rd)
 feel like I m in so deep...

        Em7      Cadd9(No3rd)
 In this ocean of mine
   G(No3rd)     Dsus4/F#
 I feel like I m drifting



        Em7      Cadd9(No3rd)
 In this ocean of mine
   G(No3rd)     Dsus4/F#
 I feel like i lost out
        Em7      Cadd9(No3rd)
 In this ocean of mine
   G(No3rd)     Dsus4/F#
 I feel like I m drifting
        Em7      Cadd9(No3rd)
 In this ocean of mine
   G(No3rd)      Dsus4/F#
 With heaven on my mind
      Dsus4/F# Em7   Cadd9(No3rd)
 With heaven   on my mind

                Cadd9(No3rd)
 Yeah, ocean of mine
                Cadd9(No3rd)
 Yeah, ocean of mine

 Em7                    Cadd9
 Why s it so hard to be wrong?
 Em7                   Cadd9
 And why s it taken so long?
 Em7                      Dsus4/F#
 When we got not reason to stay,  (YEAAAAHAH)
 Cadd9(No3rd)        D  Dsus2
 In the same place?

 G(No3rd)
 And I ve never met anyone who could make me
 Em7                 Cadd9(No3rd)
 feel like I m in so deep...

        Em7      Cadd9(No3rd)
 In this ocean of mine
   G(No3rd)     Dsus4/F#
 I feel like I m drifting
        Em7      Cadd9(No3rd)
 In this ocean of mine
   G(No3rd)     Dsus4/F#
 I feel like i lost out
        Em7      Cadd9(No3rd)
 In this ocean of mine
   G(No3rd)     Dsus4/F#
 I feel like I m drifting
        Em7      Cadd9(No3rd)
 In this ocean of mine
   G(No3rd)      Dsus4/F#
 With heaven on my mind
      Dsus4/F# Em7   Cadd9(No3rd)
 With heaven   on my mind



(Then this is where the guitar solo is, but i cant be bothered to tab it,
 so if you want you can do a vocal solo like the one in this video:
 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2CKx3MCdn8k&feature=related )

        Em7      Cadd9(No3rd)
 Yeah yeah yeah yeah yeah yeah yeaaaaaahhhh
   G(No3rd)     Dsus4/F#
 YEAHHHHH HA YEAAAAAHH

(And so on, but then finish with this)

                 Cadd9(No3rd)
 Yeah, ocean of mine
                Cadd9(No3rd)
 Yeah, ocean of mine

 If you are having trouble playing, i recommend listening to the song and
 trying to play along.
 DONT FORGET THE CAPO, and that this is only Jake s part, i have no idea at
 all how to play Georgio s part, it might be impro, but i m probably wrong.
 Also with the (no3rd) chords you can just play the normal chords with the 3rd
added, 
that s how Jake plays it, i ve seen him.

 GIVE ME FEED BACK!


